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                                 How do the experts go about 
                  choosing art for a boat – and 
                                        how do owners make 
                           the most of what they find?
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A“A yacht is a home, and why wouldn’t you want to be  
accompanied by fine art in your home?” US billionaire car 
dealer Norman Braman is a man who knows (and usually 
gets) what he wants. As a teen, he worked as ‘water boy’  
for his local American football team, the Philadelphia  
Eagles. Decades later, in 1986, he bought the team. 
Among Braman’s passions today are his sleek, beautiful 
53m yacht Kisses, on which he and his wife spend close  
to four months a year, along with art collecting and art 
patronage (Braman was instrumental in bringing Art  
Basel to Miami). 

Braman’s onboard art collection is a natural exten-
sion of his terrestrial one, his yacht another living space 
in which to enjoy beautiful objects that are important to 
him. “We’ve been collecting art for many, many years – 
we fit into the category of trying to be surrounded by art 
that has a very positive basis to it,” he says. “If you are 
used to having fine art around you, it is very normal and 
natural to want it in your home.” 

For many, life at sea offers new life to their appre-
ciation of art, with the more intimate backdrop that a 
yacht provides intensifying their relationship with it. For  
others, onboard art is a separate thing, a carefully curated 
combination of artefacts chosen to coordinate with the 
rest of a yacht’s interior so as to reflect their own person-
ality. Whatever the motivation, you’d be hard put to find a 
superyacht owner today for whom choice and placement 
of onboard art is not an essential and pleasurable part of 
the yachting life. 

“Yacht owners today are more curious about art,” 
says Francesca Muzio, co-founder of superyacht interior 
design firm FM. “In the past, it was just an add-on, the 
final touch to the interior decoration. Today, it is some-
thing different. A superyacht is the most luxurious thing 
you can have – you need beautiful artworks in it.” 

That art can be introduced in a variety of shapes, sizes 
and categories. For Muzio, whose recent projects have 

included the 53m Amore Mio and the 50m Eileen, it all 
begins with what she refers to as ‘artefacts’ or integrated 
art. “These are paintings or sculptures that the designer  
works to create in relationship with a craftsman or  
artist, in order to match the decoration or the propor-
tions of the yacht,” she says. 

“While travelling the world, you might see something 
of an artist’s work, like it and then commission them to 
create something very particular for the space,” Muzio  
continues. “You work together with them from the  
beginning. We have worked with artists from Italy,  
China, Turkey and France, and each time it has been 
a wonderful experience to join our designers’ creative 
force to that of painters, sculptors and glass masters with 
their incredible expertise.”

“Integrated art is interesting because it is not static 
– it’s not just one piece that you hang in one room,” says 
Pascale Reymond of Reymond Langton, another interior 
design firm with a distinguished track record in ensuring 
yacht interiors reflect the style and tastes of their own-
ers down to the finest details. One of the firm’s recent  
projects was the interior of the 2012-built 60m yacht 
Excellence V, belonging to American Herb Chambers 
(his most recent in a series of yachts of the same name). 
Chambers’ brief was that he wanted a happy, uplifting 
and contemporary boat, no dark woods or heavy drapes. 
He specified sycamore, maple and other lightwoods, and 
lots of big windows. Strong colour accents created the 
pop and the sizzle. The main salon sports Ferrari-red  
bar stools, cobalt blue and tangerine-trimmed accent  
pillows, eclectic paintings and eye-catching sculptures.  

The standout feature, however, is the enormous bas-
relief nickel-over-wood panel that extends the height ¾��
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of the centre stairwell in the formal foyer of the yacht. 
This is an Art Deco depiction of the history of transport. 
The panel starts on lower-deck levels and features sub-
marines and steamships, moving upwards to cars and  
locomotives, then to cable cars and, finally, to aeroplanes 
and zeppelins.

“A staircase is a good place to use integrated art  
because you can tell a story,” says Reymond. “You are 
moving with the art. You start on the lower deck and you 
have something interesting to look at that changes and 
becomes something else on the main deck, and some-
thing else again on the upper deck.”

Chambers is something of a collector himself with a 
particular penchant for quirky, fun pieces that take his 
fancy, and his own acquisitions feature prominently on 
board Excellence V. In the main salon/dining area is a 
painting the owner commissioned many years ago in St 
Barths – a scene of young people dancing on Shell Beach. 
When a friend coveted the painting, Chambers surprised 
him with a giclée print of it for his own new boat, the  
68m Sycara V. Another eye-catching painting, this one 
bought on a whim in St Barths, resides in Chambers’ 
study – a saucy depiction of a man with a jaunty hat and 
folded arms.  

“We find it extremely exciting when we have an  
owner who gives us some input about art from the start,” 
says Muzio. “Typically, however, you work in parallel 
with the owner, and we can help by proposing artworks. 
We travel a lot, so we often go to art fairs and might see  
the perfect piece for a particular corner of a yacht that  
we’re designing.”

The parallel approach was adopted by Rémi Tessier,  
interior designer of Grace E, the new 73m Vitruvius  
design and winner of the Best Interior Design at last 
year’s Monaco Yacht Show.

“Grace E was conceived for owners who were seek-
ing a casual but sophisticated contemporary interior 
that took advantage of a lot of natural light,” says Tessier. 
“The harmony of the palette of natural and sophisticated 
materials with pure timeless lines produces a relaxing 
ambiance and allows the owners’ collection of contem-
porary art – selected especially for the yacht – to fully 
express itself.”

For owners Bob and Christine Stiller, the process 
of acquiring and getting to know that collection has, 
for them, been a hugely rewarding part of the process.  
“Collecting art has expanded our horizons in many  
different directions,” they say. “Aside from broadening 
our knowledge regarding a piece itself – the technique, 
the history – we have met many diverse people, from  

ANCIENT AND 
MODERN

Art in situ on the  
Amore Mio (above) and 

Eileen (above right),  
and in blueprint and  

final forms on the  
Excellence V (opposite)

collectors to gallery owners, museum directors and art 
advisors. We’ve travelled to several countries for acquisi-
tions and education. We’re also involved in an art-driven 
programme for ‘at risk’ children. We’ve really come to 
value the importance of art to society.”

One piece in particular holds a special place in the 
owners’ hearts, an Ed Ruscha piece that hangs just inside 
the aft entrance to the main salon and reads “DID ANY-
ONE SAY DREAMBOAT?” 

“When this came up for auction we knew we had to 
have it,” say the Stillers. “This is our dreamboat.”

There are, inevitably, certain practical considera-
tions to bear in mind when selecting onboard art. “It’s  
always nice to know ahead what an owner wants to put 
on a yacht because of the space and the fixing,” says  
Reymond. “Sculpture can be an issue because of the 
weight – if it’s more than 50kg, the shipyard needs to 
know because, even on very large yachts, calculations 
need to be made. We did a yacht development where  
Damien Hirst was doing all of the artwork – they were 
quite heavy pieces, so the yacht needed to be engineered 
to allow them to be integrated.”

Thought also needs to be given to textiles, which 
can react badly to air conditioning. While those who are 
lucky enough to be in possession of Grand Masters must 
ensure they regulate the humidity and air on board, too, 
as well as being well informed about where they can and 
can’t take their art. “If you have a very special collection, 
there are some paintings that you can’t take into certain 
territories or countries,” says Reymond. “But an owner 
will know this.”

And space, even on the largest yachts, is limited, so 
a balance – both literally and stylistically – is crucial. 
A yacht is not, as artist and sculptor-turned-high-end  
architecture and design consultant Tom Postma points 
out, a ‘White Cube’ – a reference to the international 
group of contemporary art galleries. “A yacht is a specifi-
cally constructed and designed environment,” he says. 
“With a focus on the efficient use of space and staying 
stable on water.” 

All of which means it may be worth giving careful  
consideration to the kind of emerging art forms that 
might be well suited to such an environment.¾
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“There has been a big evolution in the art world,” says 
Muzio. “Video performers are an important and very  
interesting trend, while art fairs like Art Basel Miami are 
full of non-traditional artists. You have to read the whole 
biography of an artist and properly understand their  
evolution – it’s something designers need to suggest to 
owners because often they have all these paintings and, 
on a boat, it can be difficult to fix, say, five paintings from 
the same artists.” 

At the other end of the scale to the latest 21st-century  
art is another category that Muzio is also passionate 
about giving the chance to flourish within a superyacht 
setting: antique artworks. “These are items whose mean-
ings relate strongly to the culture and the historical  
moment in which they were conceived,” she says. “I’m 
thinking of the rare Chinese statues of Hunan that we 
found for one of our projects, or a beautiful miniature 
of  the Bosphorus from the 17th century. Transposed to  
another context, they take on a new meaning, a new life.”

“There are no dos and don’ts, all forms of art can be 
suitable for a yacht,” says Postma. “Paintings, photo-
graphs, reliefs, murals, sculptures, graphic art, video, 
drawing… What is important is that the owner of the 
yacht is able to identify fully with the artworks and to be 
totally at ease with them. Then art can have a different 
kind of added value. If chosen well, it can bring an extra, 
personal dimension to the boat.”

And is the reverse true? Can a boat bring something 
specific and new to art appreciation? “In a yacht, you have 
to be more focused on the art,” says Muzio. “The space is 
more horizontal than vertical, so your lens goes straight 
to the artwork. And when you have a symmetrical space, 
the artworks are so important that you feel them much 
more than you might in your house.”

Perhaps a nautical setting can even alter a person’s  
relationship to a piece of art in a more profound way.  
“I’ve seen some incredible pieces on board yachts, things 
you’d see in the middle of the Musée d’Orsay,” says  
Reymond. “What’s interesting when you see these  
pictures in a yacht setting is that, in a sense, it puts the 
art back where it should be. People forget that some of 
these pieces were made by normal people – artists who 
became famous after their death. When you are around 
these pictures, you feel very humble because you are so 
close to them – as you were meant to be at the time when 
they were made. You have a one-to-one relationship with 
them, which is a very exciting thing.” E

NO DOS AND DON’TS
“All forms of art can  

be suitable for a yacht”, 
as further apt examples 

from Eileen (left and 
below) and Amore Mio 

(bottom) go to show 

Rémi Tessier’s award-winning interior 
design for Grace E aimed to provide 
a clean-cut, timeless ambiance for its  
owners’ formidable contemporary art 
collection. The Stillers themselves also 
wanted to be able to enjoy their yacht with 
family and friends – they were looking for  
a refined, contemporary interior, but one  
in which the furnishings would be 
comfortable and exude warmth. 

“Much of the space on the boat is very 
dramatic and the salons are unusually large 
while the palette is neutral,” say the Stillers. 
“All of these things combine to provide a 
perfect showcase for artwork.”

Five steps to creating  
a fitting setting for an  
onboard art collection  

that speaks for itself   

1 To give the yacht’s interior walls a sensual 
texture – one that might, conceivably have been 
produced by the combined effects of wind, salt, 

sea, sand and sun – the thick sycamore panelling was 
sand-blasted, bleached and then polished. 

2 Natural light has been maximised onboard 
Grace E, entering through expansive openings 
and windows that also provide sensational 

panoramic views. These real-life seascapes are 
framed by ebony, high-gloss varnished surrounds. 
Should the abundance of sunlight become too much, 
hand-made white leather venetian blinds can be 
lowered to soften the effects. 

3 The reflective qualities of polished metal have 
been put to good use in the stainless steel 
architectural details dotted throughout the 

yacht on doors and cabinets, all of which contribute 
to the lightness of the interiors – as does the 
bleached wenge parquet floor.

4 Even at nighttime, clever details such as 
the precious matt palladium leaf inlaid on 
the ceilings in the central parts of the yacht 

achieve a soft reflective light. And, at the heart of 
the Grace E is a spectacular atrium that appears 
to have been illuminated by the sun. This dazzling 
effect is created by a circular tower of curved glass – 
lined with waves of gold thread – that encloses the 
elevator, while around it a staircase of soft woven 
leather steps is wrapped (right).

5 Practical accoutrements, such as the selection 
of bespoke glassware and crockery, are 
sheathed in cubes of parchment, thus  

fitting seamlessly into the yacht’s clean,  
uncluttered aesthetic. 

Additional reporting by Jill Bobrow 
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